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By driving innovation in vehicle cockpit electronics and climate control, Visteon is helping global automakers address new consumer 
preferences and the shift toward eco-friendly, fuel-efficient vehicles. At left, Visteon’s OASIS cockpit concept securely connects the 
vehicle to its occupants and Cloud services. At right, advancements in vehicle thermal energy management are evaluated in a test 
chamber at Halla Visteon Climate Control’s technical center in Daejeon, South Korea.
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In 2013, we made great strides in executing the 
strategic plan that the company first articulated in 
September 2012. The company's strong results 
show that the strategy is creating value for our 
customers, and for you, the owners of Visteon.  
Equally important, Visteon has built a foundation 
for future success by focusing on vehicle climate 
control and cockpit electronics, two strong core 
product lines in expanding market segments.

When I became chairman in October 2012, and 
Tim Leuliette became permanent president and 
CEO, one of our top priorities was to bring clarity 
regarding our vision to customers and investors – 
so they could see the same promise in Visteon's 
global assets as we did. The company's 
value-creating plan was ambitious and 
challenging. Under Tim's leadership, Visteon has 
moved ahead rapidly with exiting the parts of the 
business that were complex or non-core, while 
consolidating those segments critical to its future. 
Today, as a result, Visteon is beginning to 
perform at a level associated with premier 
companies, validating our belief in the company 
and its employees.

Visteon employees have continued to perform 
magnificently. In the face of major and constant 
transformation, they have delivered great 
products at lower costs, with world-class quality 
and a safety record that few peer companies can 
match. I thank them for their efforts and for their 
results.

I am very proud of what Visteon accomplished in 
2013. There is still much more to do as we now 
focus on growing our core value-creating climate 
and electronics businesses. With a strong 
leadership team, an engaged board of directors, 
and a team of talented, dedicated employees 
around the world, I continue to be optimistic 
about our future.

Thank you for your continued support.

Sincerely,

Francis M. Scricco
Chairman, Board of Directors

A LETTER FROM THE 
CHAIRMAN

Visteon is beginning to 
perform at a level 

associated with premier 
companies, validating our 
belief in the company and 

its employees.

Visteon Shareholders:
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Visteon is making good progress toward our 
goals. 

The company achieved record financial results in 
2013 while announcing or completing several key 
steps in the value-creating plan that we unveiled 
in September 2012. True to our plan, we have 
elevated our performance and outpaced the 
industry in value creation by simplifying our 
business and focusing on high-growth vehicle 
climate control and cockpit electronics 
businesses. 

We outperformed 2012 in just about every key 
financial metric, including sales, adjusted EBITDA 
(which set a Visteon record), net income and free 
cash flow. We accomplished this while 
progressing on each pillar of our plan:

• Contributing Visteon’s climate business to 
Halla, creating the world’s second largest 
supplier of automotive climate systems. Halla 
Visteon Climate Control Corp., 70 percent 
owned by Visteon, delivers a single 
consolidated climate presence with a 
world-class product and technology portfolio.

• Selling Yanfeng Visteon’s interiors-related 
businesses to our partner – generating about 
$1.2 billion in cash proceeds – while taking a 
controlling interest in Yanfeng’s successful 
electronics business as we focus on that 
high-growth segment.

• Reaching a milestone agreement to acquire 
Johnson Controls’ electronics operations, to be 
completed by mid-2014. The acquisition will 
create a $3 billion vehicle cockpit electronics 
powerhouse, strengthening our global scale, 
manufacturing and engineering footprint, 
product portfolio and customer penetration. 

• Divesting our interiors business, which has 
formidable technology but lacks global scale. 
We intend to exit interiors in several separate 
transactions, the first of which was announced 
in early 2014.

With our business simplified and focused, Visteon’s 
performance has accelerated. Our stock price was 
up 52 percent in 2013, compared with a 30 percent 
rise in the S&P 500. We created $1.14 billion in 
shareholder value, and our market capitalization 
increased 40 percent. Since unveiling our plan on 
Sept. 19, 2012, Visteon’s stock is up 95 percent vs. 
29 percent for the S&P 500.*

We began 2014 with liquidity exceeding $1 billion 
despite buying back $250 million of our own stock 
and repurchasing $50 million in bonds during 
2013. We completed $300 million in share 
repurchases since the fourth quarter of 2012, and 
we are targeting $875 million in additional 
repurchases through 2015.

We are following a lean corporate model, based 
on the principle that our business units should be 

Fellow shareholders:

* Through April 1, 2014
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A LETTER FROM THE PRESIDENT AND CEO

A key to our success has been simplifying our business, stripping away the complexity 
that kept automakers and investors from grasping our underlying value story. We have 
reduced nine key businesses down to two market leaders, while shrinking our corporate 
staff and reducing fixed and administrative costs. 

responsible for running themselves without the 
burden of corporate overhead. From 2012 to 
early 2014, our corporate staff decreased from 
nearly 1,200 to around 250, allowing our 
business units the dedicated resources they 
need to succeed. Corporate-specific costs, as a 
portion of total fixed costs, decreased from 38 
percent to 11 percent over the same period. 

With our plan firmly in place, 2014 is the year we 
shift our emphasis from strategic events to 
leveraging the competitive business we have 
shaped, and creating even greater value for 
customers and shareholders. 

We are focused on two growth businesses: 
climate and electronics, with No. 2 and No. 3 
global market positions, respectively. Both are 
cash-generating enterprises with industry- 
leading technology, strong balance sheets and 
expanding margins. 

We are well-positioned in markets that are 
growing faster than overall industry averages. 
The vehicle cockpit electronics market includes 
the rapidly expanding segments of audio and 
infotainment, driver information and connectivity. 
We are creating solutions for the converging 
worlds of consumer electronics and today’s 
connected automobile – and will strengthen our 
position by integrating Johnson Controls’ highly 
regarded technology. 

Our climate business will benefit from regulatory 
and environmental changes related to the 
industry’s continued focus on fuel economy and 
environmental protection. We are providing 
climate technology on several high-profile 
eco-friendly vehicles, including the first 
mass-produced hydrogen fuel cell car by 
Hyundai, and we are addressing thermal 
management concerns for the increasing number 
of electric and hybrid electric vehicles.  

Innovation is paving the road to our future. In 
2013, customers recognized our strong 
technology by awarding Visteon new business 
wins totaling $1.8 billion in annual revenue – 
including nearly $700 million in incremental new 
wins. Our three-year business backlog is 
approaching $1 billion. 

Today, Visteon has the technology, the global 
footprint, the balance sheet and, most importantly, 
the talent, to continue delivering on our highest 
priority: creating exceptional value for customers 
and shareholders. We achieved what we said we 
would in 2013. What’s most exciting is that I 
believe the best is yet to come.

Timothy D. Leuliette
President and CEO
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INVESTOR INFORMATION
This Annual Report can be viewed electronically, along with a variety of other financial materials: 
our current and periodic reports filed with the SEC; our code of business conduct and ethics for 
directors, officers and employees; our corporate governance guidelines; and the charters for each 
of our board committees. Please visit www.visteon.com/investors.

You can contact Visteon Investor Relations at (734) 710-5793. Or, send us an email at 
bkrakowi@visteon.com. In addition, you can write to us at:
Investor Relations
Visteon Corporation
One Village Center Drive
Van Buren Township, MI 48111 USA

SHAREHOLDER COMMUNICATIONS WITH 
THE BOARD OF  DIRECTORS
Shareholders interested in communicating directly with a committee chairman or with the 
non-management directors as a group may do so as described on Visteon’s website at 
www.visteon.com/investors, or by writing to:
Chairman
c/o Company Secretary, Visteon Corporation
One Village Center Drive
Van Buren Township, MI 48111 USA 

TRANSFER AGENT
Our transfer agent and registrar, Computershare, can help registered shareholders with a variety 
of shareholder-related services. You can call our transfer agent at:
(877) 881-5962
(201) 680-6578 (Outside the U.S.)
(800) 231-5469 (TDD for hearing-impaired)
(201) 680-6610 (TDD outside the U.S.)

You can email our transfer agent at shrrelations@bnymellon.com or write to them at:
Visteon Corporation 
c/o Computershare Shareholder Services
P.O. Box 43006
Providence, RI 02940-3006 USA

ANNUAL MEETING
Visteon shareholders are invited to attend our annual meeting at 11 a.m. EDT on June 12, 2014, 
at The Teaneck Marriott at Glenpointe in Teaneck, N.J., USA.

The statements in this Annual Report relating to future estimates, plans and projections are forward-looking statements. Please see “Item 1A. Risk Factors” and 
“Item 7. Management’s Discussion and Analysis of Financial Condition and Results of Operations – Forward-Looking Statements” contained in Visteon’s Annual 
Report on Form 10-K for the fiscal year ended Dec. 31, 2013, included elsewhere in this Annual Report, for a discussion of various risks and uncertainties that 
could cause actual results to differ materially from those expressed in these forward-looking statements.
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By driving innovation in vehicle cockpit electronics and climate control, Visteon is helping global automakers address new consumer 
preferences and the shift toward eco-friendly, fuel-efficient vehicles. At left, Visteon’s OASIS cockpit concept securely connects the 
vehicle to its occupants and Cloud services. At right, advancements in vehicle thermal energy management are evaluated in a test 
chamber at Halla Visteon Climate Control’s technical center in Daejeon, South Korea.
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Former Senior Vice President, 
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Avaya, Inc.  
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Former Executive Vice 
President, Finance and 
Treasurer,
Cendant Corporation

Jeffrey D. Jones
Attorney,
Kim & Chang

Timothy D. Leuliette
President and CEO,
Visteon Corporation

Robert J. Manzo
Managing Member,
RJM, LLC

David L. Treadwell

Harry J. Wilson
Chairman and CEO,
MAEVA Group, LLC

Kam Ho George Yuen
Independent Non-Executive 
Director, Industrial and 
Commercial Bank of China 
(Asia)

EXECUTIVE 
LEADERSHIP

Timothy D. Leuliette 
President and CEO

Robert R. Krakowiak
Vice President, Treasurer 
and Investor Relations

Y.H. Park 
President and CEO,
Halla Visteon Climate Control 
Corp.

Barbara A. Quilty
Vice President,
Human Resources

Jeffery M. Stafeil
Executive Vice President and
Chief Financial Officer

Martin T. Thall
Executive Vice President and
Product Group President, 
Electronics

Michael J. Widgren
Vice President, Corporate
Controller and Chief Accounting
Officer

Peter M. Ziparo
Vice President and General 
Counsel

As of April 1, 2014



Visteon is a leading global automotive supplier delivering value for vehicle manufacturers and shareholders through businesses including Halla Visteon 
Climate Control Corp., Visteon Electronics and Visteon Interiors. Visteon designs, engineers and manufactures innovative components and systems for 

virtually every vehicle manufacturer worldwide. With corporate offices in Van Buren Township, Mich. (U.S.); Shanghai, China; and Chelmsford, UK; 
Visteon has facilities in 29 countries and employs about 24,000 people. Visteon had sales of $7.4 billion in 2013. Learn more at www.visteon.com.




